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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

Chapter sixth presents conclusion and provides the suggestion 

concerning on analyzing Educational values reflected in The Miracle Worker 

movie. 

 

A. Conclusion 

This thesis entitled “Educational Values Reflected in The Miracle 

Worker movie”. In here the writer analyzed the educational value in this 

movie.  

The research findings indicate that educational value which is 

reflected in The Miracle Worker movie consist of ten educational values. 

They are religiosity, discipline, hard work, creative, independent, 

curiosity, appreciating achievement, friendly, like to read and sociality.  In 

this movie the religious value was shown by James. He is consider as 

religious person, who prays before eating. Second is discipline. Discipline 

in this movie shows by Helen, she’d rather starve than eat without spoon 

and she eat from own plate and can fold the napkin. Third is hard work. It 

shows by Mrs. Annie, she is hard work to train Helen to spell the word in 

order to she know language. Fourth is creative. It shows by Mrs. Annie, 

she is creativity because she teaches Helen not only in the home but she 

brings Helen in the garden and river. Fifth is independent. it shows by 
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Helen, she independent  in term of eats. She eat from own plate with spoon 

and fold the napkin. Sixth is curiosity. It shows by Helen, she is curiosity 

because she wants to know everything she touches and she wants to know 

the name her father and her mother. Seventh is appreciating achievement, 

it shows by Captain Keller, he appreciate with Mrs. Annie because she can 

change Helen to be a good child and he give Mrs. Annie the first salary. 

Eightht is friendly. It shows by Helen, she kissed Mrs. Annie, this is as 

sign that she friendly and she love her teacher. Ninth is like to read. It 

shows by Mrs. Annie that she like read a book. She read the book Dr. 

Howe's account of his patient. Tenth is sociality. It shows by Captain 

Keller, he help Mrs. Annie to downstairs on his shoulder from her room 

because she was locked.  

 

B. Suggestion  

The Miracle Worker movie is an interesting movie. There are many 

aspects that can we found in this movie. After getting the result of the 

analysis, the writer would like to give some suggestions as important 

consideration for the readers, the teacher, and the other researcher. 

1. Suggestion for the readers, it is hoped that the study can enrich the 

knowledge about literature especially on character value.  It expected 

that after read this study, the readers would like to understand more 

about character value that can get and found in daily life. 
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2. Suggestion for teacher, it is hope that the study and also the movie can 

enrich knowledge how be good teacher. This movie can help teacher to 

expand the way to teach children. And apply the character value in 

teaching learning process. 

3. Suggestion for other researcher, it will open occasion for the next 

researcher to conduct further analysis on future. It will enrich the 

future researcher field of study. It hope in future researcher can expand 

other analyze perhaps the moral or education value in this movie.  


